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Predicting the optimal administration doses of the inhaled Δ9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), i.e., one of the major
natural compounds in cannabis, is critical for maximizing the therapeutic outcomes and minimizing the toxic
side effects. Thus, it is essential to developing an aerosol dosimetry model to simulate the transport, deposition,
and translocation of inhaled THC aerosols from the human respiratory system to the systemic region. In this
study, a computational fluid-particle dynamics (CFPD) plus pharmacokinetics (PK) model was developed and
validated to quantify the localized vapor and particle uptake rates of THC and the resultant THC-plasma con
centrations using two human upper airway geometries. In addition, two different puff protocols (4.0/10.0 s and
1.6/11.4 s as the inhalation/holding time ratios) were employed, associated with two different inhaled THC
doses (2.0 mg and 8.82 mg, respectively). The computational results demonstrated that multiple parameters had
noticeable influences on THC particle deposition and vapor absorption in the upper airways, as well as the
resultant pharmacokinetic behaviors. These factors include anatomical features of the upper airway, puff flow
rate, duration, and holding time. The results indicated that puff protocol with 4.0/10.0 s inhalation/holding time
ratio would be recommended if the treatment needs THC delivery to the deeper lung. Furthermore, the inhaled
THC dose had a dominant effect on the THC-plasma PK profiles, which could override the influences of
anatomical variability and puff protocols. The developed CFPD-PK modeling framework has the potential to
provide localized lung absorption data and PK profiles for in vitro-in vivo correlation, as well as supporting the
development and assessment of drug products containing cannabis or cannabis-derived compounds.

1. Introduction
The plant Cannabis sativa L. (i.e., the family Cannabaceae) is known
to contain over 100 different naturally occurring compounds (e.g.,
cannabinoids, terpenes, and other phytochemicals). One of the most
well-known cannabinoids is Δ9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC). Δ9-THC is
considered the major psychoactive intoxicating component of cannabis
(i.e., the component responsible for the "high" people may experience
from using cannabis). The use of cannabis in mainstream products has
exponentially grown in popularity over the past decade [1]. Since 2012,
the sale of cannabis for adult recreational use has been legalized in nine
states in the US [2]. Cannabis can be consumed in various ways. The
most popular routes of administration (ROAs) are inhalation (e.g.,
smoked and vaporized) and oral (e.g., capsules, tinctures, and edibles).
Approximately 90% of Δ9-THC in the blood circulates in plasma and is

sequestered mainly in red blood cells [3]. Being administered via inha
lation through the pulmonary route, Δ9-THC is detected in plasma
within seconds after the first puff of a cannabis cigarette and the peak
plasma concentration is achieved within 3–10 min [3]. The bioavail
ability and pharmacokinetics (PKs) of the Δ9-THC are directly related to
the deposition sites of the inhaled cannabis particulate and vapor phases
in the human respiratory system and the subsequent translocation into
the blood circulation [4]. Furthermore, the bioavailability of Δ9-THC
can be significantly influenced by the puff protocol, i.e., puff volume,
puff duration, as well as the holding time after each puff [5]. Specif
ically, the puff protocol and puff volume influence the degree of Δ9-THC
exposure. Systemic bioavailability generally ranges from 10% to 50%
[6,7]. Based on the fact that 30% of Δ9-THC can be decomposed by
pyrolysis, the systemic bioavailability of Δ9-THC is about 25% for heavy
users and 10–14% for occasional users [8,9]. Since this study focuses on
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the research of Δ9-THC, the THC in the paper represents Δ9-THC only.
Historically, smoking has been the preferred ROA for cannabis over
the oral route due to the relatively higher bioavailability and the public
access to cannabis raw materials used in smoking. More recently, vaping
cannabis raw material has increased in popularity, and many more oral
products have become available in the marketplace [10]. However,
smoking-type cannabis is known to be harmful to the human body due to
the hazardous combustion products formed from high temperatures,
such as tar, carbon monoxide and other carcinogens, generated during
smoking [11]. Hence, cannabis vaping has drawn more attention as an
alternative ROA for cannabis raw material. As a non-pyrolytic method
(the temperature at approximately 200 ◦ C), the vaporization of cannabis
may be a promising strategy to reduce the side effects of cannabis
combustion and smoking [12]. Clinical tests of cannabis also suggest
higher bioavailability of vaping than smoking [10]. Considering that
inhalation pattern differences may influence the absorption of Δ9-THC
by users, different puff protocols were employed in this study to inves
tigate the effect of inhalation patterns on the PKs of cannabinoids.
The relationships between PK of THC and inter-subject variability
according to gender, age, the frequency of use, and the known amounts
of THC in cannabis raw material used for creating cigarettes have been
explored in previous studies [13–15]. The research results show that
heavy smokers tend to draw a deeper inhalation with a higher puff
volume and shorter puff duration, and the variation of PK of THC among
different individuals indicates there is a relationship between THC ab
sorption rate and airway morphological features. Other researchers [5]
investigated cannabis puff protocol (puff volume and breath-holding
time) effects on the biological exposure, and the results indicated that
the THC concentration in plasma was closely related to the puff volume
and the holding duration between two consecutive puffs. The effect of
breath-holding on THC concentration in plasma was apparent when
higher potency (3.55% vs. 0.8%) cannabis cigarettes were used, as
3.55% THC was considered as “high potency” 25 years ago [16].
Currently, there are no benchmark investigation tools to quantita
tively predict the optimal THC doses to maximize the therapeutic out
comes and minimize the toxic side effects. Integrating clinical data such
as plasma THC concentration (CTHC− plasma ) vs. time, computational
models are potentially valuable tools to gain a better understanding of
the PK of cannabinoids in the human body, and may provide highresolution quantitative evidence for cannabis regulation and medica
tion development in the future. Existing modeling efforts have been
made using only PK models [17–19]. Experimentally validated PK
models are capable of predicting the real-time concentration profiles,
the corresponding maximum plasma concentration Cmax at time tmax , the
area under the curve (AUC), and the derived bioavailability and half-life.
The above-mentioned data can be used for dosing optimization to ach
ieve a favorable clinical outcome by considering the clinically relevant
features of specific patients and for clinical trial design.
Specifically, two-compartment and three-compartment models were
developed and optimized by Liu and Martin, matching the time course of
plasma concentrations of cannabinoids [20]. Another PK model was
developed with more than three compartments to obtain better fits to
the THC-plasma concentration time course in animal studies [21].
Hunault, van Eijkeren, Mensinga, de Vries, Leenders and Meulenbelt
[19] formulated a three-compartment PK model for predicting THC
plasma concentration by fitting to the clinical data obtained from naïve
and mild cannabis users, focusing only on the administration via
smoking. Heuberger, Guan, Oyetayo, Klumpers, Morrison, Beumer, van
Gerven, Cohen and Freijer [17] developed an integrated population PK
model applicable to multiple administration routes, such as oral and
pulmonary routes. The PK model was built based on the traditional
three-compartment model with one peripheral compartment accounting
for the slow release backflow to the central compartment.
However, employing the PK models requires the simplification of
lung dosage estimation without accurate local and regional deposition
and absorption data. In addition, the effects of puff protocols and subject

variabilities on the lung delivered doses via smoking/vaping have not
been considered. To fill the gap and investigate the effects of puff pro
tocols and subject variability on THC lung deposition and THC-plasma
levels, this study quantitatively evaluated the THC PKs by developing
a multiscale Computational Fluid-Particle Dynamics plus Pharmacoki
netic (CFPD-PK) model. CFPD models have been employed for decades
to investigate particle-laden airflow transport phenomena in human
respiratory systems [22–29]. The integration of the CFPD-informed re
sults into the PK model provides a more realistic approach over the
traditional techniques [30,31]. Specifically, CFPD-PK modeling capa
bilities enable the explicit simulation of the transport of continuous THC
vapor phase and discrete particle phase in the respiratory system, as the
inputs to the PK model, which are coupled in tandem. Employing two
upper airway configurations from mouth to generation 3 (G3) of the
airways (see Fig. 1), this study simulated and compared the THC
deposition, absorption, and translocation in the virtual human body. For
safety risk and therapeutic effect evaluations, the local and regional
deposition and absorption patterns, THC-plasma concentrations associ
ated with different puff protocols, and airway morphologies were
compared. For a broader impact, the development of this coupled
CFPD-PK modeling framework can be easily extended for the estimation
of the transport and translocation of other chemical compounds, starting
from the inhalation via the pulmonary route. To the best of our knowl
edge, although CFPD-PK models have been developed for many inhaled
drugs and toxicants, this study is the first numerical modeling effort to
develop such a multiscale model for THC.
2. Methodology
2.1. Upper airway geometries and meshes
To investigate the effect of the upper airway anatomy on THC fates in
lung and systemic region, two upper airway geometries were employed
for the CFPD predictions of the transport/deposition/absorption of THC
particle and vapor, i.e., an idealized upper airway geometry (see Fig. 1
(a)) [32] and an “elliptical” Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU)
upper airway geometry (see Fig. 1 (b)) [33,34]. Both geometries were
reconstructed with an 8.0 mm-diameter circular mouth-opening as the
inlet of the THC and airflow. The coordinates of the inlet centers are
both (0, 0, 0). Due to the importance of the mucociliary clearance and
the physiological characteristics of the respiratory system [35]
regarding THC absorption by the lung, this study defined a local
bioavailability coefficient [26] of THC, Fi,phase , to account for the
removed proportion of the delivered dose from the lungs by mucus
clearance [35] and the difference in THC absorption in different lung
regions are physiologically real, which is resulted from varying lung
surfactant, surface lining fluid, the thickness of epithelium etc., through
the upper airway tract [36]. In addition, to consider different mucus
thicknesses and the presence of the lymph veins connected with the
sub-epithelium layers in different portions of the lung [37], the airway
domains were divided into four regions, i.e., R1 to R4 (see Fig. 1). Each
region has specific bioavailability coefficients for the particle phase
(Fi,p ) and vapor phase (Fi,v ). As shown in Fig. 1, Region 1 (R1) contains
the oral cavity and pharynx with the thickest mucus layer and lowest
lymph vein concentration. Region 2 (R2) contains the trachea with a
thinner mucus layer and higher numbers of lymph veins connected to
the tissue compared with Regions 1. Region 3 (R3) consists of the
tracheobronchial tree from G1 to G3. Region 4 (R4) represents the air
ways beyond G3, which is not included in the geometry. In this study, it
is assumed that the THC entering Region 4 can be 100% absorbed.
The idealized upper airway geometry (see Fig. 1 (a)) was meshed
with the hexahedral element by ICEM CFD 18.0 (Ansys Inc., Canons
burg, PA). The structured, multi-block hexahedral meshes were refined
at the wall boundaries with six prism layers to resolve the velocity
gradient near the wall. The final mesh contains 3,594,881 cells and
3,675,308 nodes. To prove that the simulation results were independent
2
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Fig. 1. Upper airway geometries employed for CFPD simulation: (a) idealized upper airway and (b) elliptical VCU airway models.

Fig. 2. Framework of the multiscale CFPD-PK model with the color map representing the local vapor absorption rate at airway walls.
3
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of further mesh refinement from the final mesh, the mesh independence
test was performed in [31] with the inlet volumetric flow rate of 27.5
mL/s. Furthermore, the final mesh of the elliptical VCU geometry (see
Fig. 1 (b)) contains 516,880 structured hexahedral cells and 541,992
nodes, based on the mesh independence test done for laminar flow.

̃ THC−
D

This study assumed that both particle and vapor phases of THC were
generated during smoking or vaping [38]. Hence, the Newton’s second
law of motion and convection-diffusion equations were employed to
predict the particle and vapor dynamics in the airways, respectively. The
CFPD-PK model is a promising multiscale model for predicting regional
deposition and absorption of smoked and vaporized cannabis under
different puff protocols and dosing scenarios, as well as bioavailability
and pharmacokinetics (PKs) of chemical compounds [31,39]. The
schematic of the CFPD-PK modeling framework is shown in Fig. 2.
Specifically, the CFPD model takes the puff protocol information (see
Tables 2 and 3) as the inputs for the model and predicts the transport and
absorption rate of both vapor and solid phases of the THC as the output
results. Then, the PK model uses the THC absorption rate by the lung as
the input to predict the THC plasma level varying with time.

1

(5)

cm2/s.

dxPi
= uPi
dt
mP

d ( P)
u = FDi + FLi + FBM
+ FGi
i
dt i

(6)
(7)

In which mP is the particle mass, FDi represents the drag force [25,44], FGi
is the gravitational force, FBM
is the Brownian motion induced force [23,
i
45], and FLi is the Saffman lift force [46]. The particle time step is esti
mated based on the work done in [43] with an expression
Δtp =

Cc mp
3πμdp

(8)

where mp is the particle mass, dp is the particle diameter, μ is the dy
namic viscosity of air, and Cc is the Cunningham slip correction factor,
which can be calculated as [47].
)]
[
(
2λ
dp
Cc = 1 +
(9)
1.257 + 0.4exp − 0.55
dp
λ

(1)
)

∂ui
∂ui
∂p
∂2 ui
+ μ 2 + ρgi
=−
+ uj
∂t
∂xj
∂xi
∂xj

3

2.2.1.2. Particle phase. Because of the low volume fraction of the THC
carried by air, the trajectory of THC particles was calculated using the
one-way Euler-Lagrange approach [26,43], which neglected the in
teractions between particles. The translational motion of each particle is
individually calculated by integrating the force balance on the particle
to determine the particle velocity uPi and position xPi . The force balance
for each particle can be given by

2.2.1.1. Continuous phase. Due to the low puffing flow rates ranging
from 20 to 45 mL/s for typical cannabis smoking [5,15,40], the highest
Reynolds number Re in the entire upper airway domain is less than 1,
000, indicating that the airflow regime in the entire computational
domain remains laminar. Additionally, since the temperature and
pressure variations during the puffing process are small, the air-THC
vapor mixture is considered as an incompressible Newtonian fluid.
Thus, the conservations laws for the air-vapor mixture calculation are

(

T1.75 (1/MTHC + 1/Mair )1/2
× 10−
)2
(
1/3
p v1/3
+
v
THC
air

1.43 × 10−

2.2.1. Computational fluid-particle dynamics (CFPD)

ρ

=

in which M’s are the molecular weight for THC and air in g/mol, T is the
temperature in K, and p is the pressure in atm, and v’s are dimensionless
diffusion volumes [41,42]. The calculation of v’s is documented in
̃ THC− air has a value of
Ref. [42]. At standard temperature and pressure, D

2.2. Governing equations

∂ui
=0
∂xi

air

(2)

In Eq. (9), λ is the mean free path of air, which can be calculated by
⎞
⎛
( )( )
1 + TS0 ⎟
T
P0 ⎜
⎟
⎜
λ = λ0
(10)
T0
P ⎝ 1 + TS ⎠

where ρ is the density of the air-vapor mixture, ui represents the fluid
velocity component in the i-direction, gi = (-9.81, 0, 0) m/s2 is the
gravitational acceleration (see Figs. 1 (a) and (b) for the coordinate
system), p is the pressure, and μ is the dynamic viscosity of the air-vapor
mixture.
The energy transport equation can be written as
(
)
∂T
∂T
ρCp
(3)
= k∇2 T + μΦT
+ ui
∂t
∂xi

where λ0 = 0.0673 μm, P0 = 760  mmHg, T0 = 296.15  K, and S =
110.4  K [48].
2.2.2. Boundary conditions for the CFPD model
The puffing boundary conditions are extracted from the users’ data
of Volcano® Medic vaporizer, which is one of the popular types of de
vices for cannabis vaporizing [10,13,17]. Specifically, vapor and parti
cle mass fractions regarding total THC dose are 58.4% and 25.0%,
respectively, whereas the rest is considered lost during the vaporization
process [11]. The mass fractions mentioned above were used to calcu
late the inlet partitions between the vapor and particle phases of the
inhaled THC.
Both monodispersed and polydispersed THC particle size distribu
tions (PSDs) are used as the inlet conditions in order to evaluate whether
using monodispersed PSD with the mass median aerodynamic diameter
(MMAD) of the realistic polydispersed PSD is an eligible simplification
to reduce the computational cost of the CFPD simulations with negli
gible differences in THC fate predictions. Specifically, PSDs employed at
the injection location, i.e., the mouth inlet, are shown in Fig. 3. Specif
ically, for the monodisperse case (see Fig. 3 (a)), the particle diameter is
assumed as 450 nm (the MMAD of the realistic polydispersed PSD), and

where T is the temperature, k is the thermal conductivity, Cp is the
specific heat of the air-vapor mixture at constant pressure, and μΦT
stands for the rate of mechanical energy into internal energy per unit
volume by viscous dissipation. In this study, it is assumed that the Cp of
the mixture is equal to the specific heat of air due to the low fraction of
the vapor THC in air (less than 2%).
In addition, the vapor phase is modeled as transported species, which
can be described using species mass transport equation (Eq. (5)),
(
)
∂YTHC
∂YTHC ∂ ̃
∂YTHC
=
+ uj
DTHC− air
(4)
∂xj
∂t
∂xj
∂xj
̃ THC− air is the
where YTHC is the mass fraction of the vapor THC and D
vapor THC molecular diffusivity of vapor phase in air, which is esti
mated using Eq. (5), i.e.,
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Fig. 3. Particle size distribution at mouth inlet: (a) monodisperse and (b) polydisperse, and (c) particle number fraction distribution for the polydisperse cases.

the realistic polydispersed PSD (see Fig. 3 (b) and (c)) is based on the
work by Hiller et al. [49]. Particles and vapor are released at the
beginning of the puff at the mouth. Particles are considered as “depos
ited” when the distance between the center of the spherical particle and
the airway wall is equal to or less than dp /2. The regional deposition of
particles in upper airways can be quantified by the regional deposition
fraction (RDF), which is defined as [43]
RDF =

Number of deposited particles in a specific region
Number of particles entering the mouth

coefficient (i.e., dimensionless Henry’s law constant) for THC vapor is
estimated to be 4.47 × 10− 7 (data source: http://satellite.mpic.
de/henry/). Assuming that the deposition rate of THC vapor phase at
the airways wall is as high as infinite, the boundary condition at the wall
is Ywall = 0. Hence, the overall mass fraction gradient at the wall can be
evaluated as
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
YTHC,  v ⃒c − YTHC,  v ⃒w
∂YTHC,  v ⃒⃒
=
= ΓTHC,w ⋅YTHC,  v ⃒w
(13)
∂n ⃒w
0.5hcell

(11)

⃒
where YTHC,  v ⃒c is the mass fraction at the center of the near-wall mesh
⃒
cell, YTHC,  v ⃒ is the mass fraction at the mesh wall surface, and hcell is

As one puff breath is fast with a typical range from 1.6 s to 4.8 s [5,
14], it is reasonable to assume that the THC vapor phase is nonreactive
during the transport and absorption processes in the human lung. Also,
we assume that the THC vapor concentrations at both sides of the
air-mucus interface are in equilibrium and always satisfy Henry’s law.
Due to the lipophilic characteristics of the THC (log Kow = 6.97 [50]),
the vapor molecules are rapidly removed through the tissue. Hence, the
vapor concentration in the tissue is assumed to be always equal to zero
[32]. The 3rd-type boundary condition can be employed at the airway
walls for vapor absorption using
⃒
⃒
∂YTHC,  v ⃒⃒
+ ΓTHC,w ⋅YTHC,  v ⃒n=0 = 0
(12)
∂n ⃒n=0

w

the height of the near-wall prism layer. Therefore, the overall absorption
mass flow rate can be expressed as
n
∑

ṁTHC,wall =

jTHC,i Si

(14)

i=1

In Eq. (14), Si is the wall surface area of the i-th cell and jTHC,i is the wall
mass flux of THC vapor at the i-th wall surface cell, which can be given
by
⃒
̃ THC− air ⋅ΓTHC,w ⋅YTHC,  v ⃒
jTHC,i = ρa− THC D
(15)
w
To evaluate the regional vapor uptake, the absorption fraction (AF)
of the THC vapor phase is introduced which can be defined as

where ΓTHC,w = 7.06 × 104 m− 1is the absorption coefficient of the THC
through the airway wall. Details about the calculation of the wall ab
sorption coefficient can be found in Feng et al. [32]. In this study, the
mucus thickness is assumed to be 10 μm [51]. Based on the work by
Ref. [52], the THC vapor diffusivity in the mucus phase is estimated as
3.23 × 10− 5 cm2/s. The dimensionless gas-liquid equilibrium partition

AFi =

ṁTHC,wall
ṁTHC,v,total

(16)

where ṁTHC,v,total is the vapor-mass flow rate entering the mouth inlet.
5
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2.2.3. Pharmacokinetic (PK) model
A three-compartment PK model has been developed and validated
with clinical data to be able to quantitatively predict the THC-plasma
concentration
(CTHC− plasma )
[17].
The
schematic
of
the
three-compartment model is shown in Fig. 2. Specifically, the PK model
has one central compartment and two peripheral compartments. In this
study, the lung tissue metabolism of THC is assumed to be negligible [3].
The PK model validations can be found in Section 3.1. For the prediction
of the CTHC− plasma vs. time, the governing equations of the PK model are
dA1
= qin − k12 A1 − k13 A1 − k10 A1 + k21 A2 + k31 A3
dt

(17)

dA2
= k12 A1 − k21 A2
dt

(18)

dA3
= k13 A1 − k31 A3
dt

(19)

CTHC−

plasma

/
= A1 V1

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Model calibration and validation
The elliptical VCU geometry and polydispersed PSD were employed
for the model calibration and validation. The parameters, Fi,phase , used in
the CFPD model and the parameters, kij , used in PK model were cali
brated and optimized by using the mean values of the benchmark clin
ical data measured by Heuberger, Guan [17] and the measured puff
pattern from Azorlosa, Greenwald and Stitzer [5] (see Table 2 Calibra
tion Case). By fitting the CTHC− plasma profiles (Fig. 4 (a)) with Heuberger,
Guan [17], Fi,phase and kij values were determined via a multiple
parameter optimization algorithm employed in existing research [26,
31]. The values of kij are given in Table 1. The finalized Fi,phase values are
listed here, Fi,vapor (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) = 0.16, 0.40, 0.60, 0.90 and Fi,particle (i
= 1, 2, 3, 4) = 0.05, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40.
The CFPD-PK model was validated based on existing benchmark
experimental data, i.e., CTHC− plasma vs. time, provided by Perez-Reyes,
Owens and Di Guiseppi [13]. As listed in Table 2, the puff information
of the validation cases was also based on the work by Refs. [5,13]. The
comparison of CTHC− plasma between CFPD-PK and clinical data are shown
in Fig. 4 (b). The validation case and data comparisons are also listed in
Table 2. The differences in the maximum THC-plasma concentration
(Cmax) and AUCs between the CFPD-PK data and experimental mea
surements were less than 3.6% and 4.0%, respectively. Therefore, the
CFPD-PK model developed in this study was able to accurately predict
the CTHC− plasma under specific puffing protocol and THC dosing condi
tions [5,13].

(20)

where Ai represent the total mass of THC in ith compartment, qin is the
instantaneous THC absorption rate via inhalation, and kij represent the
transfer rate constant of THC from compartment i to j (i, j = 1, 2, or 3).
Furthermore, k10 is the elimination rate of THC from the central
compartment (i = 1). CTHC− plasma is the THC-plasma concentration, and
V1 is the volume of the central compartment (i = 1).
2.3. Numerical setup
Ansys Fluent 19.2 (Ansys Inc., Canonsburg, PA) was used to run the
CFPD-PK model. Specifically, the PK modeling is achieved via in-house C
programs as user-defined functions (UDFs). The equations were dis
cretized using the finite volume method and 2nd-order schemes in both
time and space. To ensure the numerical stability, the flow time step
employed was 0.05 s [31]. Particle time step (see Eq. (8)) ranges from
2.9e-7 to 3.5e-6 s. Convergence was considered achieved when all re
siduals became lower than 1.0e-5. Numerical simulations were per
formed on a local Dell Precision T7810 workstation (Intel® Xeon®
Processor E5-2643 v4 with dual processors, 64 cores and 128 GB RAM)
and a local Dell Precision T7910 workstation (Intel®Xeon® Processor
E5-2683 v4 with dual processors, 64 cores, and 256 GB RAM).

Table 1
Parameter values in the PK model.
PK Parameter Description

Symbol

Value

Unit

THC transfer rate constant kij from compartment i to j

k12

1.3

hour−

k13

4.09

hour

k21

0.039

hour−

Elimination rate of THC from the central
compartment
Volume of the central compartment

1

− 1

k31

1.01

hour

k10

5.5

hour−

V1

6.15

liter

1

− 1
1

Fig. 4. CFPD-PK model calibration (a) and validation (b): comparison of THC-plasma concentration (CTHC− plasma ) between simulation results and clinical data by
Azorlosa, Greenwald and Stitzer [5], Heuberger, Guan, Oyetayo, Klumpers, Morrison, Beumer, van Gerven, Cohen and Freijer [17], and Perez-Reyes, Owens and Di
Guiseppi [13].
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Table 2
Model calibration and validation cases setup and corresponding PK results.
Case

Puff Duration
[s]

Holding
Time [s]

Puff Volume
[mL]

THC Dosea
[mg]

Cmax [ng/
mL]

AUC [ng⋅min/
mL]

Azorlosa, Greenwald and Stitzer [5] and Heuberger, Guan, Oyetayo, Klumpers,
Morrison, Beumer, van Gerven, Cohen and Freijer [17] b
Calibration Case
Perez-Reyes, Owens and Di Guiseppi [13]
Validation Case

4

10

120

2.0

71.3

677.47

4
1.59 ± 0.54
1.6

10
11.5 ± 2.3
11.4

120
20
20

2.0
8.82
8.82

70.1
88.3
92.1

703.39
1105.34
1061.0

a

THC exists in botanical raw materials (BRMs), but not necessarily in the smoke or vapor.
The puff pattern data are from Azorlosa, Greenwald and Stitzer [5], and the rest data are from Heuberger, Guan, Oyetayo, Klumpers, Morrison, Beumer, van
Gerven, Cohen and Freijer [17] (see Section 3.1 for more details).
b

3.2. Pulmonary airflow fields

the pulmonary airflow patterns.
Fig. 5 also shows the flow pattern differences associated with
different puffing patterns. Specifically, Figs. 5 (a)–(c) present the pres
sure and velocity distributions at the time close to the end of the two
different puff patterns (see Table 2). With higher volumetric flow rates,
the jet-induced airflow velocity distributions in Cases 1–4 were more
fully developed than Cases 5–8. Accordingly, the vapor and particle
transport, absorption, and deposition were all influenced by the
different puff volumetric flow rates and durations (see Sections 3.3, 3.4,
and 3.5).

To investigate the effects of puff protocols and airway morphologies
on the THC transport and translocations, eight cases were selected and
simulated. The puffing conditions, geometries, and PSDs employed for
each case are listed in Table 3.
Fig. 5 compares the distributions of normalized pressure ̃
p and
̃
⇀
normalized airflow velocity magnitude v for the steady-state inhalation
cases between idealized and elliptical VCU geometries in the sagittal
̃
⇀
̃ and v are
plane (z = 0 m and x = 0.0035 m, respectively). The p
calculated based on Eqs. (21) and (22), i.e.,
p
̃
p=
pin

(21)

⇀

v
v =⇀
v in

⇀
̃

3.3. THC vapor transport and absorption
By visualizing the distributions of nondimensionalized vapor mass

̃ ab,v in Figs. 6 and 7, the effects
̃ THC,v and mass absorption flux ṁ
fraction Y
of airway anatomy and the puff patterns on lung dosage of the THC
vapor are compared. Specifically, the normalized THC vapor mass
̃ THC,v is defined as
fraction Y

(22)

where pin and v in are the averaged pressure and velocity magnitude at
the mouth inlet, respectively.
Fig. 5 also compares the distributions of normalized pressure and
normalized airflow velocity magnitude for the steady-state inhalation
cases between idealized and elliptical VCU geometries in the sagittal
plane (z = 0 m and x = 0.0035 m, respectively). Generally, similar
pressure and velocity distribution styles can be found between using the
idealized geometry and the elliptical VCU geometry, with moderate
differences. For the idealized geometry, the high-pressure spot was
located at the sublingual region (see Fig. 5 (a)), which was attributed to
the impingement effect of the airflow when impacting the highcurvature wall representing the tongue. For the idealized geometry,
airflow impingement reached the sublingual area directly and then
formulated circulation in the oral cavity (see Fig. 5 (b)). In contrast, the
highest pressure was located at the back of the pharynx (see Fig. 5 (a)),
which was also the impact point of the inhalation air jet. The airflow
impingement hits the posterior of the oropharynx in the elliptical VCU
geometry. Fig. 5 (c) shows the iso-surfaces of the velocity magnitude,
which demonstrates that the laryngeal jet was more noticeable in
idealized geometry compared with the elliptical VCU geometry due to
the higher contraction ratio at the glottis. Therefore, the anatomical
variability of the upper airway geometry had a noticeable influence on
⇀

̃ THC,v = YTHC,v
Y

/
Yin,v

(23)

where Yin,v is the vapor THC mass fraction at the mouth inlet.
̃ ′′ is defined as
The normalized mass absorption flux ṁ
ab,v
/
̃ ′′ = ṁ′′
ṁ
ṁ′′in,v
ab,v
ab,v

(24)

in which ṁ′′in,v is the mass flux (kg/m2s) at the mouth inlet.
In general, the THC vapor transport is influenced by both airflow
convection and vapor diffusion (see Figs. 6 (a)–(e)). As shown in Figs. 6
̃ THC,v is similar
(a)-(d), the effects of the upper airway anatomy on the Y
to the airflow velocity distributions. Specifically, with the higher sec
ondary flows in the oral cavity and pharynx of the elliptical VCU model,
the dispersion effect of the THC vapor in the oral cavity is more domi
̃ THC,v distributions in the
nant, compared with the more concentrated Y

idealized upper airway model. With the more connected and elongated
high-velocity jet core in the idealized upper airway model (see Fig. 5 (c)
for the jet core comparisons), the high-concentration vapor cores extend
further into the trachea in the idealized airway compared with the

Table 3
Case setup information for parametric analysis.
Case

Puff Duration [s]

Holding Time [s]

Puff Volume [mL]

THC Dosea[mg]

Geometry Model

PSD

Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4
Case 5
Case 6
Case 7
Case 8

4
4
4
4
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6

10
10
10
10
11.4
11.4
11.4
11.4

120
120
120
120
20
20
20
20

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
8.82
8.82
8.82
8.82

Idealized
Idealized
Elliptical VCU
Elliptical VCU
Idealized
Idealized
Elliptical VCU
Elliptical VCU

Monodispersed
Polydispersed
Monodispersed
Polydispersed
Monodispersed
Polydispersed
Monodispersed
Polydispersed

a

THC are known to be present in the botanical raw material (BRM).
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Fig. 5. Comparison of flow patterns among Cases 1 to 8: (a) normalized pressure distribution during steady inhalation at the sagittal plane, (b) normalized velocity
magnitude contour at the sagittal plane, and (c) distribution of iso-surfaces of normalized velocity magnitude.

elliptical VCU airway. Furthermore, the intensity of the puff also has a
significant influence on the vapor distributions in the upper airways.
With the higher inhalation volumetric flow rate and longer puff duration
̃ THC,v the jet core extends further
in Cases 1–2, high-concentration Y

wall absorption flux induced by the high near-wall concentration
̃ THC,v started to decrease in the oral cavity from t = 1 s to t = 4
gradient Y
s.

Using Cases 1–4 as examples, Figs. 7 (a) and (b) shows the contours
̃ ′′ for both airway ge
of the normalized THC vapor absorption flux ṁ
ab,v
ometries at different time stations from 1.0 s to 5.0 s, to show the effect
̃ ′′ distributions of the
of the upper airway anatomy on the localized ṁ

downstream in both airway geometries in Cases 1–2 compared with
Cases 3–4 because of the more substantial convection effect. Using Cases
̃ THC,v at
1–2 as an example, Fig. 6 (e) presents the distributions of Y
different time stations during the puff, which visualizes the progression
of the high-concentration vapor jet core from t = 0.5 s to t = 3.0 s. The
̃ THC,v distribution was initially increasing and reached the maximum
Y

ab,v

THC vapor. With different upper airway geometries, the differences of
̃ ′′ distributions between the two airway geometries were found in the
ṁ
ab,v
oral cavity and the anterior region from the glottis to the trachea.

concentration at approximately t = 1 s. Afterward, due to the increased
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Fig. 6. Normalized THC vapor phase mass fraction distribution during steady inhalation at the sagittal plane in (a) Cases 1–2, (b) Cases 3–4, (c) Cases 5–6, and (d)
Cases 7–8, and (e) normalized THC vapor phase mass fraction distribution at different time phases at the sagittal plane in Cases 1-2.

flow patterns, as well as the impinging locations of the laryngeal jets (see
̃ ′′ region at the anterior of the
Figs. 6 (a) and (b)). Indeed, the high ṁ

̃ ′′ was higher in the mouth-toSpecifically, during the inhalation, ṁ
ab,v
throat region of the idealized airway geometry and the throat-trachea
̃ ′′ can reach
region for the elliptical VCU airway case. At t = 1.0 s, ṁ

ab,v

trachea in the elliptical VCU airway geometry (see the top solid circle at
t = 2.0 s in Fig. 7 (b)) was the direct result of laryngeal jet impingement,
which does not exist in the idealized airway geometry (see Fig. 7 (a)).
Another difference resulted from the distinct laryngeal jet core topol
ogies is marked by the bottom red circle at t = 2.0 s in Fig. 7 (b).
̃ ′′ distribution near the carina between the two
Compared with the ṁ

ab,v

as high as 0.004 in the almost entire oral cavity for idealized geometry.
̃ ′′ in the oral cavity of the elliptical VCU airway was
In contrast, ṁ
ab,v

relatively lower than the idealized airway cases at t = 1.0 s, which is
because of the different convection effects induced by the different
impaction locations of the mouth inlet jets (see Figs. 6 (a) and (b)).
Without the impaction in the lower palate, using the elliptical VCU
model will have more inhaled vapor directly convected towards the
̃ ′′
posterior of the oropharynx, which leads to the differences in the ṁ

ab,v

̃ ′′ distribution was more evenly distributed and
airway geometries, ṁ
ab,v
higher in the idealized airway geometry. Based on the above-mentioned
̃ ′′ distributions, the upper airway anatomy had a
differences in ṁ

ab,v

ab,v

distributions at the R1 walls, compared with the idealized airway ge
ometry. The different impaction locations using the two upper airway
geometries lead to different high THC absorption rate locations (see the
red dash circles at t = 1.0 s in Fig. 7 (b)). Another difference occurs at the
̃ ′′ was higher in the
pharynx and anterior of the trachea region, where ṁ

noticeable influence on the local vapor absorption flux distributions.
To further investigate how the puff pattern can influence the regional
vapor absorption, Figs. 8 (a)-(d) show the transient regional absorption
rates ṁab,v (ng/s) of THC vapor in different regions (see Fig. 1), while
Table 4 lists the regional and total accumulated absorption masses mab,v
(ng) at the end of one puff cycle for Cases 1–8. With the longer puff
duration and higher inhaled volumetric flow rate, the regional ṁab,v
were more evenly distributed in Cases 1–4 (see Figs. 8 (a) and (b)

ab,v

elliptical VCU geometry compared with idealized airway geometry. The
̃ ′′ distribution at the trachea was mainly due to the
difference in the ṁ
ab,v

different dispersion characteristics induced by the different secondary
9
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Fig. 7. Comparison of normalized THC absorption flux at different time stations by upper airway between two geometries in Cases 1–4: (a) idealized (Cases 1 & 2)
and (b) elliptical VCU (Cases 3 & 4). High THC absorption rate locations are denoted in the red circles.

Fig. 8. Accumulated THC vapor absorption in regions R1 to R4 during one puff: (a) Cases 1–2, (b) Cases 3–4, (c) Cases 5–6, and (d) Cases 7-8.
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breath-holding after the first puff among cases are shown in Fig. 9.
Particles are colored based on their residence time or diameters, ranging
from 226 to 972 nm. The deposition patterns using the monodispersed
PSDs (Cases 1, 3, 5, and 7) were visually noticeable in the cases using
realistic polydispersed particle size distributions (Cases 2, 4, 6, and 8).
Specifically, the deposition of large particles (dp > 500 nm) in poly
dispersed cases concentrated at the mouth-to-throat region, as shown in
the red circles, which were not found in the monodispersed cases with
more scattered deposition patterns. In addition, large particles deposited
at the bronchi region (see red dash circle in Fig. 9 for Case 2 and Case 4).
In contrast, the deposition of small particles (dp < 400 nm) were few,
indicating that most of the small particles entered the deeper lung
(>G4). Furthermore, with the shorter puff duration and lower puff
volumetric flow rate (see Table 3 for puff protocol data), the deposition
of the particles is restricted from mouth to G1 in the idealized airway
(Cases 5–6), while from mouth to glottis in the elliptical VCU airway
(Cases 7–8). The deposition of particles in Cases 1–4 spread across all
regions in the two upper airway geometries. The deposition differences
indicate that a long and strong puff led to the THC particle deposition in
the deeper lung, which may enhance the therapeutic effect and the
potential safety issues if the delivered dose is not controlled well.
Deposition patterns in Cases 7–8 resulted from the more substantial
recirculating flows in the oral cavity of the elliptical VCU airway, which
made the traveling time of particles in the oral cavity longer than the
idealized upper airway, with a higher chance to deposit in the same
region. The deposition pattern differences shown in Cases 5–8 proved
that the subject variabilities of the upper airway anatomy could signif
icantly influence the THC particle deposition.

Table 4
Accumulated THC vapor absorption masses mab,v in different regions at the end
of one puff cycle.
Cases 1–2
Cases 3–4
Cases 5–6
Cases 7–8

R1 (ng)

R2 (ng)

R3 (ng)

R4 (ng)

Total (ng)

1.31E+03
1.49E+03
1.68E+03
3.14E+03

2.56e+02
3.05e+02
2.08e+02
6.43e-01

6.03e+02
2.26e+02
1.26e+00
4.17e-06

2.20e+01
1.91e+01
8.99e-15
7.92e-13

2.19e+03
2.04e+03
1.88e+03
3.14e+03

compared with Cases 5–8 (see Figs. 8 (c) and (d)). Specifically, the long
and strong puff employed in Cases 1–4 can effectively carry inhaled THC
vapors to downstream regions (i.e., R3 and R4), while the short and mild
puff used in Cases 5–8 was not able to bring THC vapors to R4. Such a
difference led to the negligible absorption rate in R4 (see Figs. 8 (c) and
(d)). The comparison indicates that, if the delivery of THC to the distal
lung is preferred, long and strong puff should be recommended. It is also
worth mentioning that the upper airway anatomy effect on the regional
absorption rate distributions was significant in Cases 5–8, with the short
and mild puff. Data of the accumulated absorption masses shown in
Table 4 also support the above-mentioned discussion. Another inter
esting finding indicated by Table 4 is that the values of 8.99e-15 and
7.92e-13 ng are due to numerical/floating-point errors because funda
mentally one molecule has a mass in the range of 1e-13 ng.
3.4. THC particle transport and deposition
Comparisons of localized particle deposition patterns at the end of

Fig. 9. Deposition distribution of particles colored with particle residence time and diameter size dp in upper airway at the end of the holding after a single puff.
Large particle (Dp > 500 nm) deposition locations are denoted in red circles. Particles with long residence time (>10 s) are denoted in black circles.
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Fig. 10 (a) and (b) compare the regional and total deposition frac
tions (DFs) of THC particles in different regions of Cases 1 to 8. The
particle depositions in G1 and G2 were less noticeable compared with
the particle depositions in other regions. Differences in regional depo
sition fractions and the total particle mass deposited were observed
between using the idealized upper airway and elliptical VCU airway.
The Elliptical VCU airway provided lower total deposition than the
idealized upper airway (see quantitative comparisons in the next para
graph). Higher RDF at the mouth-throat region in Cases 1 and 5
compared with Cases 3 and 7 is because of the higher curvature of the
mouth-throat region, which prevents the particle from transporting into
deeper lung. Thus, subject-specific upper airway geometry should be
used to account for the inter-subject variability effect on the CFPD
prediction accuracies. For the comparisons between monodispersed and
polydispersed cases, Fig. 9 indicates that monodispersed PSD over
estimated particle deposition fraction and deposition mass for both
idealized and elliptical VCU cases. Therefore, using the simplified
monodispersed PSDs, the CFPD model was not able to accurately predict
the local and regional depositions compared with using the realistic
polydispersed particle distributions. The realistic particle sizes need to
be accurately considered in the CFPD simulations. Furthermore, with a
similar holding time, the puff duration and puff volumetric flow rate had
a noticeable effect on particle deposition. Specifically, Cases 1–4 had
much higher particle deposition masses than Cases 5–8, which indicated
that the stronger inertial impaction of the stronger and longer puff leads
to more particle depositions.
Furthermore, Figs. 11 (a) and (b) visualized the transient particle
deposition (i.e., absorption in general) rate ṁab,p (ng/s) vs. time. The
effect of upper airway anatomy on particle deposition was not signifi
cant with the puff protocol used in Cases 1–4 (see Fig. 11 (a)) since the
difference in the total mab,p of one puff between Cases 1 and 3 was less
than 22.1%. However, the anatomical effect becomes more noticeable
with the short and mild puff used in Cases 5–8 (see Fig. 11 (b)) as the
difference in the total mab,p over one puff between Cases 5 and 7 was

Fig. 11. Accumulated THC particle deposition mass during one puff: (a) Cases
1–4, and (b) Cases 5-8.

approximately 37.5%. Furthermore, with the short and mild puff used in
Cases 5–8 (see Fig. 11 (b)), the total accumulated particle deposition
masses lower than the accumulated vapor absorption masses, compared
with Cases 1–4 (see Fig. 11 (a)).
3.5. THC pharmacokinetics (PKs)
Associated with different airway geometries and puff patterns, the
PK profiles CTHC− plasma s are visualized in Figs. 12 (a) and (b), with 8
consecutive puffs and the following 60-minute duration. The concen
tration peak values Cmax (ng/mL) and AUCs (ng/mL⋅min) are listed in
Table 5. Specifically, the PK data which are shown in Fig. 12 and Table 5
indicate the findings:
(1) With the same puff protocol and THC dose, the PK profiles be
tween the monodispersed and polydispersed cases were similar
(see Fig. 12 (a) and (b)). The similarity was attributed to the
relatively low deposition mass rate of the particle phase
compared with the relatively high vapor absorption rate, espe
cially for Cases 5–8 (see Figs. 11 (a) and (b)). For example, in
Cases 7 and 8, the absorption mass mab,p of THC particles (see the
area under curve in Fig. 11) was less than 30% compared with the
accumulated mab,v of the THC vapor during a single puff.
(2) With the same puff protocol and inhaled THC dose (see Table 3),
the idealized upper airway cases predicted higher CTHC− plasma
profiles than the elliptical VCU airway cases. For Cases 1–4, such
observations were due to higher particle depositions and vapor
absorptions using the idealized airway than the elliptical VCU
airway (see Fig. 10 and Table 4). For Cases 5–8, although the
accumulated total mab,v over one puff using the elliptical VCU
airway was 40.1% more than the idealized upper airway (see

Fig. 10. Comparison of regional depositions of THC particles: (a) Cases 1–4 (b)
Cases 5-8.
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absorption, and translocation of the inhaled THC particle-vapor mix
tures. The simulation results permit three major conclusions, i.e.,
(1) Although using the simplified monodispersed PSD led to a visu
ally noticeable difference in the THC particle deposition predic
tion than using the realistic polydispersed PSD, the differences in
the PK profile predictions were less noticeable, which is because
the THC vapor absorption mass was 1.3–3.1 times higher than the
THC particle absorption mass.
(2) With a short and mild puff, the effects of upper airway anatomy
were significant on vapor and particle deposition predictions, as
well as the PK profile predictions. Therefore, the subject-specific
upper airway geometry was needed in the CFPD-PK simulation to
capture the effect of the inter-subject variability in airway anat
omy accurately.
(3) Longer puff duration and higher puff volumetric flow rates led to
higher THC delivery efficiency to the deeper lung than shorter
puff duration and lower puff volumetric flow rates. Such findings
indicate that the THC delivery to the deeper lung is essential for
specific treatments. For example, when using inhalation therapy
to deliver THC for pain relief [53], long and strong puffs should
be considered.
In summary, the CFPD-PK model developed in this study provides
helpful insights into the deposition and absorption of smoked and
vaporized cannabis under different puff protocols and dosing scenarios.
The modeling framework has the potential to provide novel insights to
form the basis for the development and assessment of proposed cannabis
drug products containing THC. With appropriate validations and veri
fications, the CFPD-PK model can be refined and employed for research
related to formulations, dosing, potency, and physicochemical behav
iors of other inhaled therapeutic aerosols.
5. Limitations of the present study and future work
Fig. 12. Comparisons of CTHC−
Cases 5-8.

plasma

after 8 puffs within 1 h: (a) Cases 1–4, (b)

As the limitations of this numerical study, the assumptions and
simplifications are:
(1) The hygroscopicity of the THC particles in the airway during their
̃ THC− air is
transport is neglected, and the air humidity effect on D

Table 5
Comparisons of Cmax and AUC data for Cases 1–8.
Case

Cmax [ng/mL]

AUC (60 min) [(ng/mL)⋅min]

Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4
Case 5
Case 6
Case 7
Case 8

87.5
84.9
64.5
61.7
104.9
100.5
96.8
92.1

871.8
844.1
744.0
703.4
1056.0
1012.8
973.4
926.6

(2)
(3)

Table 4), higher particle absorption profile using the idealized
upper airway (see Fig. 11 (b)) resulted in the total THC particlevapor absorption rate higher than the elliptical VCU airway,
which still led to a higher PK profile using the idealized upper
airway than the elliptical VCU airway.
(3) In addition, it is worth mentioning that Cmax and AUC values
Cases 5–8 were higher than Cases 1–4 (see Table 5). This is
because that although the puff is short and mild in Cases 5–8
compared with Cases 1–4, the total inhaled THC dose, i.e., 8.82
mg for Cases 5–8 is much higher than 2.0 mg for Cases 1–4.

(4)

(5)
(6)

4. Conclusions
In the present study, an experimentally calibrated and validated
CFPD-PK model has been developed to predict the transport, deposition,
13

neglected. The effect of condensation and evaporation between
the THC particles and the water vapor in human respiratory
systems will be integrated using the existing method [25,32].
The metabolism of THC in lung tissue was not considered and will
be considered in the next-generation CFPD-PK model by revising
the governing equations in Section 2.2.3.
Only two puff protocols were employed in this study, focusing on
the influence of puffing intensity and duration, but not consid
ering the effects of holding duration and exhalation pattern. The
effects of holding duration and exhalation pattern will be inves
tigated by employing more puff protocols in the future.
Only two upper airway geometries were used to investigate the
inter-subject variability effect on THC transport, deposition, ab
sorption, and translocation, which will be expanded to guarantee
the statistical robustness via adopting additional upper airway
geometries [43].
The 1st-order boundary condition for vapor absorption at the
airway wall was employed, instead of higher-order boundary
conditions [54].
The hypothesis that THC has different absorption rate in different
lung regions are based on the fact that THC is highly lipophilic
like nicotine. The hypothesis needs to be tested using experiments
soon.
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